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INTERVIEWER ... tape recording of Alex Jacoby 957

p.m. Brooklyn New York 11210. His wife Rose Jacoby

recorded yesterday. And both Rose and Alex Jacoby would like

to have copy of their tapes made and sent to them. Thank

you.

Alex could you please tell us for this record what

happened to you during the war You might start when you

noticed something looming over the Jews something strange was

happening that affected the Jews in Ungvr.

10 ALEX JACOBY Inaudible.

11 INTERVIEWER Excuse me but the hometown of Alex Jacoby

12 was Ungvr. That was the Hungarian name for the town. He is

13 Czech from Czechoslovakia which was the name of the town

14 was called Uzhgorod Uhorod at the time and now in the

15 Soviet part of the Soviet Union its Uzhgorod. Okay. And

16 Alex could you start by telling us what was the strange thing

17 you noticed

18 ALEX JACOBY Well tell you actually it started

19 was going to school in Ungvr was Hebrew gymnasium and as

20 young boy of the age of 13 the boys had to go to like

21 half day week like working camp what they used to

22 call Leben--ta.

23 INTERVIEWER Leb-enta

24 ALEX JAcOBY Because we did live near Ungvr close to

25 it my father We were agriculturers farmers. Then they
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didnt let me to go to Ungvr in Lebenta. would have

was suppose had to go near in my hometown. One day one

of the captains well he was he came to me and he

started to beat me and he was telling unintelligible Why

did your father take away all the land from the Gentile

people And He should give them back because he will be in

big trouble.

INTERVIEWER He was provoking you in other words

ALEX JACOBY Yes. went home on that and they got

10 scared and the following week already they made sure wasnt

11 there and went took me to school in Budapest. was in

12 Budapests school for two years.

13 The day when the Germans came in they sent me home

14 because they dont want to be responsible for the children. It

15 was Jewish agriculturing school. went home and then the

16 trouble started. They started to get together the Jews. What

17 we decided to every Everybody went separate. My three

18 sisters my mother. My father stayed home with his with my

19 grandparents where they took them away and everybody went

20 separate road.

21 went to one of our other farms was about 25 miles

22 away. Was early spring rains and everything through water

23 because at the time it was flooded all over. come there anc

24 the man our head man there he says cant stay there

25 because there is orders everybody hides Jews will be executed.



So he let me to stay over one night and next morning he says

must go. Actually he threatened me from our land from

our farm that must go.

went back and as was going back figured would

go into Ungvar and to see what goes on there. On the way

saw on the highway Germans going and the

INTERVIEWER You mean the Nazis

ALEX JACOBY Yeah the Nazis. The Nazis Germans yes

German soldiers. And one of the men was showing Jew that

10 theres running somebody away. So he was coming after me

11 with the motorcycle but saw from far away through

12 unintelligible coming and there was like hole and

13 jumped in the hole and passed by me.

14 Then finally towards evening it getting dark. went

15 to the city. had there an aunt. went there. went to

16 them and stayed with them another couple days and we went

17 together. went in to the gathering place where they were

18 gathering the Jews. was there for month. Then finally

19 got together with my rest of my family and they took us all to

20 Auschwitz.

21 INTERVIEWER You were not in ghetto at this point

22 2LEX JACOBY In the ghetto yes.

23 INTERVIEWER Oh.

24 ALEX JACOBY mean the gathering place was ghetto.

25 INTERVIEWER Right.



ALEX JACOBY ghetto.

INTERVIEWER Yes.

ALEX JAOBY we arrived there. Naturally they

separated first the men

INTERVIEWER Pardon me for interrupting.

ALEX JAOBY Yes.

INTERVIEWER Could you tell me what was the name of the

ghetto for the record

ALEX JACOBY Oh. Oh Auschwitz. They took us to

10 Auschwitz.

11 INTERVIEWER Before Auschwitz the ghetto

12 ALEX JACOBY which would -- The ghetto in Ungvr.

13 INTERVIEWER where the gathering was. Oh

14 ALEX JACOBY In Ungvh.

15 INTERVIEWER Oh UngvÆr was the ghetto

16 ALEX JAcOBY Yeah Ungvr was the ghetto. Sure. Im

17 sorry.

18 INTERVIEWER Please continue.

19 ALEX JAcOBY In Ungvr. Then we got after couple

20 days in the train where they put all the people together and

21 we are traveling. We arrive to Auschwitz and in Auschwitz

22 right away we didnt know what goes on and right away they

23 came. They separated the men and the women. And my mother

24 stayed with my three sisters. And one of my older sisters she

25 was married. She had little boy. So they ask Who is that



child So my sister says Its mine.

And whos that lady

Thats my mother.

So the child with the mother separate and they went

separate and was with my father. As young boy there

right away came German soldier and he pulled me out from the

line. Then got already separated from my father.

INTERVIEWER How old were you

ALEX JAcOBY was at that time Seventeen. No

10 Im sorry. was already was was eighteen.

11 Eighteen. was eighteen. was eighteen. Then we stayed in

12 Auschwitz couple days and from Auschwitz they took us near

13 we did belong to Dachau but they were the outskirts on Dachau

14 where they called the area Kaufering. We got there about at

15 the first transport of thousand people and naturaily we were

16 working on the railroads building the railroads and tunnels

17 for munition places. Naturally the area was very bad and the

18 food

19 INTERVIEWER You feel free to describe it.

20 ALEX JAcOBY The food mean was very bad. Didnt

21 get much to eat and we started to lose weight started to

22 lose weight. It happened in the fall already. didnt have

23 pair of shoes. did have an uncle who worked in the kitchen

24 and went back in. said Look you have to do something

25 for me and because cant go cant go without shoes



again. So he gave me pair of shoes. He says There are

pair of shoes and he gave me.

Then about couple days later somebody noticed the

shoes Im wearing the shoes and he started to yell That

belongs to me and there came came SS soldiers and the

couple people. What they were actually though They were

Germans criminals what criminals would say were they

were in jail for murdering and those things. They were the

head on the camp. They took in room and they started to beat

10 me. Then they put me in the cellar. The cellar was where

11 there were the dead people.

12 And the following day they build front of the people

K. 13 the hanging.

14 INTERVIEWER Where you were going to be hung

15 ALEX JAWBY Right. On that my my family my

16 relative who gave me the shoes he heard about it and because

17 he was working in the kitchen he was working in the SS

18 kitchen he he went and he took the blame on himself that

19 didnt steal came to him and asked him and he gave it to

20 me. On that they let me out the follitz--er inaudible

21 early in the morning from the cellar. But in the cellar

22 was all night laying there sitting with the with the

23 bodies.

24 On account of that did get pair of shoes.

25 INTERVIEWER And you were not killed



ALEX JMDBY Yes. They were there They let me go.

INTERVIEWER And did you continue in Auschwitz

ALEX JAcOBY Not Now that wasnt at Auschwitz.

INTERVIEWER Where was it

ALEX JAcOBY No. said that that was near Dachau.

INTERVIEWER Oh near Dachau.

ALEX JACOBY They They belonged to Dachau.

INTERVIEWER see.

ALEX JACOBY And that the place name was Kaufering

10 they called it.

11 INTERVIEWER Im sorry. do recall you telling me

12 that.

13 ALEX JAcOBY Yes. Another What want to tell

14 another what happened to me.

15 INTERVIEWER Please do. Please.

16 ALEX JAcOBY That little bit little bit other

17 story. As we were working on the railroad we were piling up

18 wood and was from the high up in the top of the wood

19 putting throwing down the wood and giving it for the people

20 who were carrying it over to build the railroad.

21 INTERVIEWER Yes.

22 ALEX JAcOBY found some money lot of money but

23 the money was Germany had two kind of monies. They had

24 inland money and they had the occupied

25 INTERVIEWER Territory.



I4LEX JAcOBY territory money where the soldiers was

and that money was occupiedterritory money.

INTERVIEWER Like whole treasure

ALEX JAOBY Thats right. And then took the money

back and that helped me lot because somehow they could have

there were some people they could have take that money from

the camp. For that was promised every day an extra meal.

INTERVIEWER It saved your life.

ALEX JACOBY But that really helped me. Hard to say

10 really. Till it came in around December.

11 INTERVIEWER Which year

12 ALEX JACOBY That was 1940

13 INTERVIEWER

14 ALEX JAcOBY 44. 1944. But already

15 INTERVIEWER II What date did you reach the camps

16 first What date were you deported

17 THE WITNESS We were in April.

18 INTERVIEWER You were deported in April

19 INTERVIEWER II What month was it

20 ALEX JACOBY In April.

21 INTERVIEWER II 19

22 ALEX JAcOBY April 1944. Thats the time that Dachau

23 inaudible.

24 INTERVIEWER Right. Inaudible.

25 ALEX JACOBY Yeah. Then got already very weak.
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INTERVIEWER In December of 1944

ALEX JAcOBY Yes. Very weak. And they put up another

small camp with all those people where they couldnt work.

They They took They took them in another another camp

but they were there feeding them very little and till they

could move around. Then Im When get got into the gate

there doctor from our city he noticed me but he was

treating my mother. It was my mothers doctor.

INTERVIEWER From home

10 ALEX JACOBY From home yes. So he took me right away

11 in his what you call those those others bank cellars

12 like cellar was built. There were about fifty sixty people

13 and he was the head of that and he really took care of me.

14 But what was what was to be taken care and they would

15 bring the soup. Instead of giving from the top he went down

16 to the bottcm. Should be little bit more potatoes or maybe

17. small piece of beef.

18 INTERVIEWER Peas or inaudible

19 ALEX JAcOBY But many what many times is happen

20 people notice that. They grab out the piece of meat or the

21 potato from it.

22 INTERVIEWER The privileged was

23 ALEX JAcOBY Thats right.

24 INTERVIEWER got the bottom

25 ALEX JACOBY Thats right. But
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INTERVIEWER That was the biggest treat to get it from

the bottom

ALEX JAOBY The biggest treat. But But it But

the people there they when they saw me carrying it they

put their hand and they grabbed it out.

We were there till about the beginning of No it

wasnt the beginning part because The end of April. The

end of April the male camp

INTERVIEWER It helps to repeat the places

10 periodically so

11 ALEX JAOBY Yes. Yeah.

12 INTERVIEWER For the person who will transcribe it.

13 ALEX JAcOBY Till -- Till the end of April.

14 INTERVIEWER Yes.

15 ALEX JAcOBY When the Americans were getting close and

16 they wanted to empty special camp where they were all sick

17 people they couldnt move already. They wanted to empty it.

18 And was already so weak that if you sat down you couldnt

19 even get up anymore. You couldnt even think anymore. Your

20 mind didnt work anymore.

21 INTERVIEWER Your mind was always preoccupied by food

22 ALEX JAcOBY By food. But not even Even the You

23 were already the

24 INTERVIEWER You were sick

25 ALEX JACOBY You couldnt you couldnt you
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couldnt talk. You couldnt do nothing.

INTERVIEWER Didnt have the energy

ALEX JAOBY Energy. They put us on train.

Natura.Lly They put me on the train. They threw the deaa

bodies the healthy living bodies. They were like sack.

They were throwing them up. They threw me up too because

couldnt climb up anymore. got got into to one of the

corners and sat down there and we were going very slowly

towards Munich Dachau because because we we did belong

10 to Dachau. It would outside It was many time happened when

11 Dachau mean in Munich the Americans came to bomb. They

12 took us all the way from there in to work on on the

13 railroad to ix the railroad after all of the bomb planes go

14 because were they told us how to build railroad.

15 As As we were coming close to Dachau the Americans

16 were the Americans were bombing the trains because next to

17 us was train was with soidiers and they came down very

18 low and they started to shoot. Natura.Lly the person was next

19 to me his head

20 INTERVIEWER Decapitated

21 ALEX JAcOBY They From the -- From the

22 INTERVIEWER Decapitated

23 ALEX JAcOBY They decapitated the head by shooting it.

24 INTERVIEWER Who did Who did

25 ALEX JAcOBY The Americans. Thats what the
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Americans because the Americans were shooting the German

soldiers. The German train was right next to us.

INTERVIEWER Yes. see.

ALEX JAcOBY And the Germans always arrange whenever

INTERVIEWER You were the decoy

ALEX JACOBY The decoy should be always maybe the

camp. They did that so mean they thought they will not

come and they will not shoot at it. And finally we arrived to

Dachau but when arrived to Dachau was so weak didnt

10 bother me nothing anymore what goes on. And they put me into

11 hospital. As remember was quite few days in the

12 hospital laying there. Nobody came. Nobody No food

13 nothing. One day heard they came to say the Americans are

14 here but

15 INTERVIEWER The Americans are here

16 ALEX JAcOBY Are here but by me didnt matter anymore.

17 INTERVIEWER You couldnt comprehend it

18 ALEX JACOBY No. mean Like was in

19 dream.

20 INTERVIEWER Right.

21 ALEX JAcOBY Like dream. Then the They came in

22 the soldiers Luckily was so weak But it did help to

23 survive after it that couldnt eat anymore. So they had

24 had the sugar water in the veins They went through the veins.

25 They were feeding me.
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INTERVIEWER Intravenously

ALEX JACOBY Intravenously because its not Those

people they were helping and they were feeding them.

INTERVIEWER Yes.

ALEX JAcDBY Lot of them after it they died.

INTERVIEWER They could not The system could not

digest the food

ALEX JACOBY No. They couldnt do it anymore. was

was there till till sometimes the end of already

10 about two months after we got liberated because they couldnt

11 move me. Then finally went back to to Budapest. stayed

12 there couple days and from Budapest went back to Ungvr.

13 Meantime my sisters they both already move because they got

14 liberated in Poland and they didnt know nothing about me.

15 And one day they heard -- when was in Budapest they heard

16 already that am in Budapest.

17 INTERVIEWER That you were aive
18 ALEX JACOBY Yeah Im alive.

19 INTERVIEWER On the comprehensive list of survivors

20 ALEX JAQDBY Survivors yes.

21 INTERVIEWER Issued by the Red Cross

22 ALEX JAcOBY Yes right. Not even through the Red

23 Cross. Somebody came back who was there

24 INTERVIEWER And verbally told them

25 ALEX JAcDBY Yes verbally and they said that Im
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alive.

INTERVIEWER see.

ALEX JAOBY Then we met them. We stayed there till

the fall and we went over to Czechoslovakia. We got in touch

with our uncle. Not the There We did get in touch with

our uncle. My My sisters when they got liberated in

Poland there were there were American soldiers there.

And my oldest sister remembered the business of my uncle and

INTERVIEWER The business of your uncle

10 ALEX JACOBY Yes.

11 INTERVIEWER Yes. Which was

12 ALEX JACOBY HenryPhipps-andSon in New York.

13 INTERVIEWER Yes.

14 ALEX JACOBY And they She wrote letter. Then they

15 started corresponding. Then my aunt wrote letter. She says

16 that shell write every center the names papers.

17 INTERVIEWER The papers.

18 ALEX JAcDBY Because she will not be happy if we were

19 not here.

20 INTERVIEWER So you were you were You survived

21 and your sisters

22 ALEX JAcOBY Yeah. Three sisters.

23 INTERVIEWER Three sisters

24 ALEX JAcDBY Yeah. One One already died here not

25 long ago.
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INTERVIEWER Yes.

ALEX JAcOBY Yes.

INTERVIEWER Three sisters. That includes you

ALEX JAcOBY And now --

INTERVIEWER Your three sisters and brother and you

ALEX JAWBY And brother. Yeah. was the youngest

in the family.

INTERVIEWER How many were you all together

ALEX JAcOBY We were four.

10 INTERVIEWER You were four

11 ALEX JAcOBY We were four.

12 INTERVIEWER So you lost your parents and one brother

13 ALEX JACOBY My -- my -- my Pardon me

14 INTERVIEWER You lost your No.

15 ALEX JAcOBY No no.

16 INTERVIEWER You No. You

17 ALEX JAcOBY Yeah. was only one brother. was the

18 only brother.

19 INTERVIEWER You were the only brother

20 ALEX JAcDBY The brother thats right. My parents

21 INTERVIEWER Parents.

22 ALEX JAWBY and my grandparents they were taken

23 away to Auschwitz.

24 INTERVIEWER To Auschwitz yes.

25 ALEX JACOBY But actually my my my grandmother
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when she arrived to Auschwitz she was already dead.

INTERVIEWER Dead.

ALEX JADBY Yeah.

INTERVIEWER Tell me Alex how have you been since the

war mean how do you cope with these memories

ALEX JAcOBY Well sometimes its painful but you try

to forget it. Is different life.

INTERVIEWER What What What stands out in your

mind as being the most the most painful to you What

10 ALEX JAWBY Well you lost your family your parents

11 your inaudible sometimes and then and

12 INTERVIEWER You described quite vividly what

kIT 13 day in camp was like and

14 ALEX JACOBY Yes.

15 INTERVIEWER and even more which is what scholars

16 want to know.

17 ALEX JAWBY Right.

18 INTERVIEWER Could you Would you mind if asked you

19 ALEX JACOBY Sure go ahead.

20 INTERVIEWER few pointed questions

21 ALEX JAWBY Go ahead.

22 INTERVIEWER so that we could include it

23 ALEX JAWBY Yes. Yes sure.

24 INTERVIEWER in this Let me ust see how we re

25 doing. Were doing just fine.
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ALEX JACOBY Yes.

INTERVIEWER You just feel free to elaborate.

ALEX JABY Yeah go ahead.

INTERVIEWER How did you find out about the gas

chambers

ALEX JADBY The gas chambers

INTERVIEWER Yes.

ALEX JAOBY Only when they were we arrived to

Auschwitz. We didnt know nothing there. They

10 INTERVIEWER How did you find out

11 ALEX JACOBY They already there. We find out when they

12 took us in. They undressed us. They shaved us our hair.

13 Then we find out from the Polish Jews what they were they

14 How should explain to you Those people what are working

15 there they were so inured mean so Nothing bothered

16 them already.

17 INTERVIEWER Immune to everything

18 ALEX JAcOBY To everything. Not Nothing bothered

19 them.

20 INTERVIEWER Nothing moved them.

21 ALEX JACOBY Not Nothing moved them.

22 INTERVIEWER They were hard.

23 ALEX JACOBY And they said You are better off you

24 came this way because if youtd have go to the left they

25 your body would be already burned.
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INTERVIEWER Thats how you found out about it

ALEX JADBY Yeah thats the way we find out. And

naturally we were only stayed there for about week and

so the chimneys the chimneys we saw the smoke.

INTERVIEWER The smoke constantly belching smoke

ALEX JAcOBY Constantly belch smoke thats right.

INTERVIEWER and the stench.

ALEX JAcOBY So we knew what goes on and we wanted to

We wanted as fast as to get out from there as is possible.

10 INTERVIEWER What was your relationship with with

11 your family you had and friends

12 ALEX JAcOBY At home

13 INTERVIEWER In the camp now.

14 ALEX JAcOBY In the camp it

15 INTERVIEWER Did it change your relationship any in thE.

16 ghetto Did you see Did you notice any change in your

17 relationship with your friends and family

18 ALEX JAcOBY Well

19 INTERVIEWER in the camps ghetto and camps

20 ALEX JAcOBY Yes. People got very cold. Everybody was

21 thinking about himself.

22 INTERVIEWER Selfish

23 ALEX JAcOBY What saw family father and two

24 sons. They were fighting about piece of bread for survival.

25 And you were only thinking about yourself to survive.
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INTERVIEWER So did you develop any intimate

relationship comradeship with the fellow inmates in the

camps

ALEX JACOBY Well they Im They were Yes

did because there was quite few from my family. We were

together.

INTERVIEWER Your family stayed close

ALEX JACOBY Yes.

INTERVIEWER Together

10 ALEX JAcOBY We stayed close Actual family mean

11 not your very close family. Like your cousins

12 INTERVIEWER Relatives
lI

13 ALEX JAcOBY Yes. Actually second cousins third

14 cousins.

15 INTERVIEWER Yeah. Yeah.

16 ALEX JAcOBY And and we stayed together as long we

17 could. But they

18 INTERVIEWER And you were not selfish with each other

19 with your brothers

20 ALEX JACOBY No.

21 INTERVIEWER But you mean --

22 ALEX JACOBY Yes.

23 INTERVIEWER outside of family

24 ALEX JACOBY Yes. Then they started to separate us

25 because somebody they got sick they were taking them away
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already and they shipped them back to Dachau to on the

to the gas chambers.

INTERVIEWER Tell me At any time did you did you

take any risks at any time Did you have any chance to take

risk

ALEX JACOBY What do you mean To escape

INTERVIEWER Any kind of risk. Did you do anything

other than what you were supposed to do take risks Some

people Well Id rather not suggest.

10 ALEX JACOBY No because you couldnt. They were

11 steady watching us.

12 INTERVIEWER Steady watching you and if you took

13 ALEX JAcOBY Stay

14 INTERVIEWER It wasnt always possible to take risks

15 ALEX JAcOBY No. No. They were They were to

16 steady watching us and if something happened they could call

17 us up early morning four oclock if something Lets see.

18 They Somebody escapes they could call us up early in the

19 morning and to stay four five hours not to move. Was winter

20 COlde So you wouldnt take

21 INTERVIEWER And you learned very early according to

22 our interview that taking risks

23 ALEX JAcOBY Doesnt

24 INTERVIEWER which you didnt think you even did

25 ALEX JAcOBY Yeah yeah. Because did did.
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did
INTERVIEWER The shoes

ALEX JAQBY And so saw before if took risk

ran away

INTERVIEWER The consequences

ALEX JAOBY Yes. It didnt help so we figured

INTERVIEWER Right.

ALEX JAcOBY the best is to stay and to see what

happens.

10 INTERVIEWER To your knowledge were there any

11 differences or any specific problems that were different for

12 men or women Do you have the answer to that

LI 13 ALEX JAcDBY dont know because we didnt have no

14 women with us so

15 INTERVIEWER mean did have Did men have more

16 resources

17 ALEX JAcDBY No no.

18 INTERVIEWER No. Not Nothing

19 ALEX JAcDBY No.

20 INTERVIEWER Did Do you know if any Jewish women

21 were abused by the Germans We have to ask this for

22 ALEX JAcDBY Well dont know because we were not

23 with only men that were there.

24 INTERVIEWER Only men. understand.

25 ALEX JAGOBY Only men.
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INTERVIEWER In some cases.

ALEX JAOBY Yeah. Some cases there were women too.

But no. Theres only only men and it happened to be the

majority of the men when they took us away from Auschwitz

from Auschwitz transport of thousand people there were 420

doctors because we were from each city of the in the

from the The last transport went away and usually doctors

and the people you know the more wealthy they tried to pay

off and to stay till the last minute and these things happened

10 with us.

11 INTERVIEWER Yeah. All over.

12 ALEX JAcDBY As the doctors They were working the

13 same as did because thousand people they only needed

14 about four five doctors. Thats all or maybe even less. So

15 the rest of them. they went to work and they they are

16 they were Younger people could take more.

17 INTERVIEWER More what

18 ALEX JAcDBY More of the abuse and the punishments as

19 older people and they they perished. They perished.

20 INTERVIEWER Alex excuse me for asking you

21 ALEX JAWBY Yes. Yes.

22 INTERVIEWER Scholars would like to know

23 ALEX JAWBY Yes.

24 INTERVIEWER what happened to the children. mean

25 you and know but for the record if you if you know what
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ALEX JAOBY To the children It happened once they

brought in some kids they brought in the same camp about

five hundred kids and from there they were transported in

further.

INTERVIEWER Transported in Pardon

ALEX JAcOBY Another place. Another place. They put

up stick certain height and it doesnt matter was the age.

INTERVIEWER The height

ALEX JAWBY The height.

10 INTERVIEWER If the child reached that height

11 ALEX JAWBY If the child is went to the right and

12 they it it was to the left

13 INTERVIEWER They were too short

14 ALEX JAWBY Too short.

15 INTERVIEWER inaudible

16 ALEX JAcOBY Too short they went and they they

17 they What happened to them they took them away.

18 INTERVIEWER Did you have any nonJewish prisoners

19 nonJews among you nonJewish men

20 ALEX JACOBY Towards the end very few Ukraines.

21 INTERVIEWER Yes. Were they What were they Were

22 they Jews or were they prisoners of war or

23 ALEX JAcOBY They were They They were prisoners

24 of war and one story want to tell you towards the end what

I-

25 noticed that
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INTERVIEWER Please.

ALEX JAcDBY The people they were But its really

hard to say. saw once dead body. They cut up the body.

They were more dont think so they were Jews. They were

Ukrainers and they were eating the flesh.

INTERVIEWER Its important to have this

ALEX JAcDBY Yeah.

INTERVIEWER for the record. What was your

experience of the Juden Rat the Jewish leaders

10 ALEX JACOBY When Before

1. INTERVIEWER In the camps. In the camps.

12 ALEX JACOBY In the camps

k. 13 INTERVIEWER Well

14 ALEX JACOBY They were very nice inmy -- Where was

15 they were very nice.

16 INTERVIEWER Was the kapo Jew

17 ALEX JAcOBY The kapo no. The kapo they were German

18 they were trom the prison. mean mean prisoners

19 INTERVIEWER The criminals

20 ALEX JAWBY The criminals.

21 INTERVIEWER The criminals that you mentioned

22 ALEX JAWBY And they were the worst. They were the

23 worst.

24 INTERVIEWER Yes. Tell me Theres an expression that

25 the Jews went like sheep
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ALEX JAQBY Right.

INTERVIEWER to the slaughter.

ALEX JAWBY Right.

INTERVIEWER What do you think of that

ALEX JAWBY Well definitely that think

Thats true. Thats true.

INTERVIEWER You think you agree with that

ALEX JAcOBY Yes definitely because first of all we

didnt know where we are going. They All they said we are

10 going will be taking to work places. The young people will

11 work and the old old people will take care they will work

12 and those things were inaudible the working people. So we

13 didnt know you know. Till we got to Auschwitz we didnt

14 know nothing what really was goes on.

15 INTERVIEWER Do you speak of the Holocaust often

16 ALEX JACOBY No.

17 INTERVIEWER Did you tell your children about it early

18 ALEX JAcOBY Well

19 INTERVIEWER Did they hear your story before

20 ALEX JAcOBY Some of the stories. Some of the stories.

21 INTERVIEWER Not The whole thing you told me

22 ALEX JAcOBY No.

23 INTERVIEWER This is the first time

24 ALEX JAcDBY Yes.

25 INTERVIEWER Tell me one more thing please. How has
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Israel been meaningful to you

ALEX JADBY It It has It does have good

meaning. We go quite often.

INTERVIEWER You go quite often to

ALEX JAWBY Yeah. Yeah we go quite often because

because feel like if if you go to your own country you

feel home between your own people.

INTERVIEWER Thank you. Thank you Alex very much

ALEX JAWBY Yeah.

10 INTERVIEWER for this interview.

11 ALEX JAWBY Yes.

12 INTERVIEWER Thank you Alex very much for this

13 interview. Id like to ask your two children couple of

14 questions.

15 Would you give

16 ARIUR JAWBY Arthur.

17 INTERVIEWER me your name Arthur

18 ARIUR JAcOBY Right.

19 INTERVIEWER How old are you Arthur

20 AR1UR JACOBY Twentysix.

21 INTERVIEWER Twentysix. Youre twentysix thought

22 you were nineteen. Arthur you heard your dads story. Could

23 you comment on it please

24 AR1IUR JAcOBY Well Ive heard parts of it before.

25 When was in high school was working on project about the
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Holocaust and sat down with my father and so Ive heard

bits and pieces plus also Ive heard parts of it sometimes at

family gatherings or hes talking to his sister and you

know bits and pieces. But Ive never tieard the whole story

like this.

And ever since can remember Ive always been aware

that both my parents went through the Holocaust. dont

remember the first time was told but somehow always It

was just always there and also went to school where there

10 were many other children who were children of survivors.

11 So somehow it When was younger especially in

12 elementary school it always seemed to me that most peoples

13 parents came from Europe because all of my friends their

14 parents had come from Europe and even remember once

15 was in the fourth grade and asked someone in my class where

16 you know where is his parents from And he said Well my

17 mothers from Brooklyn and my fathers from Queens something

18 like that and he just it didnt sort of make sense but

19 INTERVIEWER presume you grew up in Brooklyn or you

20 were born in Brooklyn

21 ARL1UR JAOBY We grew up in Brooklyn. And went to

22 shiva.

23 INTERVIEWER Yes.

24 ARTHUR JAWBY And also like summers if we went to

25 Bungalow Colony it was mostly survivors and all of my parents
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friends and so thats why remember it from

INTERVIEWER From way back.

ARThUR JAOBY From way back.

INTERVIEWER But now having heard your dads story

what do you think mean you you heard bits and pieces

and now you heard You will never near the whole story.

ARThUR JAcOBY Right. Of course.

INTERVIEWER But does that sensitize you toward your

dad Does it make you just little bit more

10 ARThUR JAQDBY Well Im glad that very glad that we

11 came to the

12 INTERVIEWER To the gathering

13 ARThUR JAcOBY to the gathering to begin with.

14 know we discussed it earlier. We discussed that the first time

15 around October November and then my sister wanted to go and

16 wanted to go and we convinôed my mother to go. And my father

17 couldnt make the schedule because with business and also

18 because he had wedding to go to. And we came on Monday and

19 right away we felt that this was an experience that our family

20 So we called up my father. We asked him to come down. He flew

21 down this morning.

22 And so in answer to your question yes it does

23 sensitize me. It sensitizes feel that its an experience

24 that that that is important for both parents and their

25 children to have attended.
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INTERVIEWER Thank you very much. Thank you. Would

you
LESLIE JAWBY Leslie.

INTERVIEWER Leslie say few words also about the

interview we have little bit more tape left and

would very much like to have your comments.

LESLIE JAOBY Mmhmm.

INTERVIEWER How old are you

LESLIE JAcOBY Twentynine.

10 INTERVIEWER Twentynine You both are twentynine

11 AR1IUR JAcOBY No. Im twentysix.

12 INTERVIEWER Twentysix twenty-nine. Oh. Okay.

13 Well you are number one and numberone child in your

14 family gather

15 LESLIE JAcOBY Nmhmm.

16 INTERVIEWER What do you think of your dads story

17 mean what

18 LESLIE JAcOBY Like Like Arthur said Ive heard

19 pieces of it bits and pieces never really in one told in

20 one narrative story. Its like lot of stories. lot of

21 people have similar stories and youve heard the story before

22 but somehow its different when you hear it from your parents.

23 It affects you lot more.

24 INTERVIEWER Go ahead. Did you hear the entire story

25 before
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LESLIE JAOBY Never Never the entire story but

bits and pieces.

INTERVIEWER But every time new addition

LESLIE JAWBY Right.

INTERVIEWER to what you heard before

LESLIE JAOBY Right.

INTERVIEWER Well really appreciate you your for

your comments and want to thank you very much. We are going

to have this recorded and mean transcribed and send you

10 copy of the tape itself. just want to once more on the end

11 of this tape record that this is the story of Alex Jacoby

12 1329 East 23rd Street

13 ALEX JAWBY Part of the story.

14 INTERVIEWER Part of the story. small part.

15 2LEX JAWBY Small part.

16 INTERVIEWER Brooklyn New York 11210. Added on the

17 end are comments by son

18 ARUR JAcOBY Arthur Jacoby.

19 INTERVIEWER Arthur Jacoby and daughter

20 LESLIE JAcOBY Leslie.

21 INTERVIEWER Leslie Jacoby. Arthur is 26 years old

22 and Leslie is 29 years old. This is Gloria inaudible

23 recording.

24

25


